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A NEW WAY TO FIND GREAT THEATER  

IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
 

 

STRAUS MEDIA AND SHOW-SCORE REVEAL NEW YORK’S HIDDEN TREASURE: 

BEYOND BROADWAY 

 
 
January 17, 2018 (New York, NY): On a typical evening, there are 168 shows running in New 

York City, but less than 20% of them are on Broadway. That leaves 137 shows running in 

smaller theaters throughout every neighborhood.  The challenge is knowing about them -- they 

are typically not listed on major theater sites, which focus on Broadway and well-known Off-

Broadway venues. 

 

“‘Beyond Broadway’ is the hidden treasure of the NYC theater scene,” said Tom Melcher, 

Founder and CEO of Show-Score, a free website that lists all NYC theatrical productions that 

have seven performances or more. “Beyond Broadway productions typically employ the same 

talent that Broadway shows do, which means that many Beyond Broadway shows wow 

audiences as much as Broadway blockbusters do.  In addition, Beyond Broadway shows are 

typically more affordable, and sometimes closer to your home.” 

 

To help spread the word about these hidden gems, Show-Score teamed up with Straus Media, 

hyperlocal publisher of Manhattan’s neighborhood newspapers Our Town Eastsider, The West 

Side Spirit, Our Town Downtown, and Chelsea News. The papers, known for their local news 

reporting, recently launched a mobile events platform for Manhattan’s neighborhoods: NYCnow. 

The mobile event calendar features intimate musical performances, free wine tastings, lectures, 

boutique fitness classes, and everything in-between. Thanks to this partnership, Show-Score 

information about local theater will be running in each print edition, and also as part of NYCnow. 

 

“We’re devoted to providing readers with great neighborhood news that matters to them,” says 

Jeanne Straus, President of Straus Media. “With NYCnow, we do the legwork of curating the 

neighborhood events that readers can’t find information about anywhere else. We’re excited to 

add Show-Score’s incredible theater content to NYCnow’s rich local offerings.” 

 

“We want to get more people visiting theaters all over the city,” adds Melcher. “That’s why this 

partnership with Straus Media is so exciting. New Yorkers now have an easy way to find great 

theater that’s nearby, high-quality, and affordable.” 



 

ABOUT STRAUS MEDIA-MANHATTAN 

 

Straus Media-Manhattan publishes the most highly circulated neighborhood newsweeklies in 

Manhattan: Our Town, The Eastsider, The West Side Spirit, The Westsider, Chelsea News, The 

Chelsea Clinton News, Our Town Downtown, and The Downtowner.   

 

 
ABOUT SHOW-SCORE.COM 

                                                                              

For people who enjoy live theater, Show-Score.com simplifies the theater landscape to help you 

discover shows you’ll love, from people you trust, at the right price for you. Inspired by how 

Rotten Tomatoes covers movies, Show-Score.com uses simple numeric rankings and useful 

categories to organize a powerful mix of theater reviews from our vibrant user community, all of 

the professional reviews for a given show, and direct links to ticket 

deals.                                                                           

 

 

JOIN THE SHOW-SCORE COMMUNITY                                    

Facebook.com/Show-Score 

Twitter.com/Show_Score 

Instagram.com/Show_Score                                                                       

www.show-score.com 
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